
Massive deployment of
 Apps and contents, from 

Store and custom repository

Compatible with iOS 
and Android mobile 
operating systems

Apps and network 
usage analytic data 

gathering

Advanced tools for 
real-time geolocation 

and geofencing

GDPR-compliant separate 
management of personal 

and working data

Remote monitoring of the 
hardware status of the 

devices

Browser-based 
administration: no software 

installation needed

Kiosk mode, Single-App 
mode, safety features, lock, 

remote wipe

Massive deployment of 
updates, settings and 

policies

Advanced scheduling 
features for an accurate 

planning

Mobile Device Management

With our cloud-based Chimpa MDM (Mobile Device Management) solution you have all the tools needed to manage, monitor, keep safe 
from data theft and safety breaches all the mobile devices used within you organization. It takes just a few minutes to make Chimpa up and 
running, and its user-friendly interface makes it suitable for any first-time user. Chimpa is compatible with iOS and Android operating systems.



The cloud-based administrator 
panel gives you the power 
to manage all the devices of 
your organization from any 
workstation provided with an 
Internet connection.

4 good reasons to choose Chimpa MDM

What are the main features of Chimpa MDM?

Chimpa puts you in 
complete control of all the 
devices used among your 
organization

Chimpa sports a friendly 
cloud-based interface, easy 
to master for users of any 
level of proficiency

Compared to similar 
solutions, Chimpa gives 
you so much more for so 
much less

Chimpa is a modular, 
flexible solutions you 
can build around your 
specific needs
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Distribution

Chimpa gives you the tools to consistently deploy and manage settings, policies, Apps, contents and updates, 
along with the certainty that every single device will be configured accordingly to its specific purpose.

Control

Chimpa gives you a wide array of tools for a granular management of the restrictions applied to the devices used 
among your organization, preventing any undue use.

Monitoring

Chimpa gives you all the tools needed to monitor and track the hardware efficiency of the devices, sending you 
alerts if any issue is detected and allowing a prompt remote feedback, even in case of loss or theft.

Safety

Chimpa keeps your organization safe from any undue use of the devices, allowing you to manage separately 
personal and working data, in full compliance with the European GDPR rules.



What kind of device could you manage with Chimpa MDM?
The scope of the possible applications of Chimpa is broad, ranging from digital signage displays, room booking services, smartphones 
and tablets, single-purpose devices, interactive displays. Not just ‘mobile devices’ then, but any device running on a mobile iOS and 
Android operating system.
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ROOM BOOKING: meeting 
room management devices

SINGLE PURPOSE DEVICES: 
rugged devices, barcode readers, 
warehouse workstations etc.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE: kiosk, totem, large 
format displaysMOBILE DEVICES: smartphones and tablets

INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS: large format displays with touch interaction

Where could you effectively use Chimpa MDM?
Anywhere is a device running on iOS and Android operating system, Chimpa is an indispensable companion for your business, allowing 
you to manage in an even, safe and consistent way your organization. From the offices to the warehouse through the building yard, the 
production line or the Ho.Re.Ca., there’s no limit to the possible scenarios where Chimpa could fit effectively.

Offices

Hotels

Warehouse

Clinics and medical offices

Building yardProduction line

Retail Bars and restaurants



Choose the license fit for your business

SUBSCRIPTION

Annual or pluriannual subscription: suggested if you have 
a high turnover of devices among your organization, since it 
allows you to redistribute the licenses at any time.

LIFETIME

Perpetual license: suggested if your organization has a low 
device turnover, since it permanently binds each license to a 
single device.

What you need, when you need it STANDARD

The ‘Essential MDM Toolkit’ has everything you need to 
enroll and manage all the iOS and Android devices within 
your organization.

MAM

The Mobile Application Management module includes all the 
tools you need for a massive Apps, resources and contents 
deployment, along with the corresponding license management.

GEOFENCE

The geolocation module tracks real-time the position of your 
organization devices, binding the deployment of work profiles 
and restrictions to specific areas.

ANALYTICS

This module is an essential tool for your organization if your 
main concern is about safety management, maintenance and 
App or network usage data gathering.

ADVANCED

This module gives you produtivity-focused tools, making it the 
best solution for any kind of business aware of the GDPR-
related needs of work/personal data management.

Thanks to its modular approach, Chimpa allows you to build a 
solution perfectly fit for your organization. With Chimpa you can 
choose the services you really need, leaving the door open to 
further expansions.

Chimpa is a solution developed by Xnoova S.r.l. | Viale dei Mille 3, 29121 Piacenza (Italy) 
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